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ABSTRACT

The closed time-path Green function formalism, developed by

our group during recent years, is briefly reviewed. The generating

functional technique, the coupled equations for the order parameter

and the elementary excitations as well as the systematic loop expan-

sion are outlined. The applications to critical dynamics, quenched

random systems, nonlinear response theory, superconductivity, laser

system and quasi-one-dimensional conductors are described. The

theoretical approach developed can be applied to both equilibrium

and non-equilibrium many-body systems.
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I. INTRODUCE !UH

The application of the field-theoretic technique in many-body theory

has proved to be highly successful . However, only limited progress has

been made in studying the nonequilibriurri properties beyond the linear

response using this technique. The closed time-path Green function for-

malism (CTPGF), first introduced by Schwinger and further elaborated by

Keldysh and others , can be applied to equilibrium as well as nonequilib-

rium systems. It seems to us that the potential advantages of the CTPGF

formalism have not yet been fully exploited.

For the last few years we have combined the generating functional

technique and the path integral presentation with the CTPGF approach and

have developed a unified framework to describe both equilibrium and nonequi-

librium systems with symmetry breaking and dynamical coupling between order

parameter and elementary excitations .

We will give here a brief description of the formalism itself and

some of its applications . '

In Sec. II we define the generating functional <GF) for the CTPGF.

In parallel with the closed time-path representation we introduce also the

"physical" representation in terms of retarded, advanced and correlation

functions. We indicate the specific normalization condition for the CTPGF

GF and the casuality naturally embodied in the theory. We discuss there

also the potential condition and the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (FDT)

valid for thermoequilibrium and nonequilibrium stationary state (NESS).

In Sec. Ill we describe a calculation scheme for CTPGF. A system

of coupled, self-consistent equations for the order parameter, the fermion

quasiparticles and the collective excitations, is derived from the equation

far the vertex functional. A systematic loop expansion for the self-energy

of these excitations is derived. In Sec.IV we outline some results of

applying the CTPGF formalism to critical dynamics and quenched random

systems. We will also mention very briefly the application to nonlinear

response theory, superconductivity, laser systems and quasi-one dimensional

conductors. The presentation here is rather schematic, but a more detailed

explanation can be found in Refs. 4 , 6 , 9 and 11 .

II. THF: GENERATING PUNCH ONf'.L.

For simplicity let us consider the real boson fields ••*>̂  U ) ,

a- 1,2,...N. The effective Lagrangian is

(2.1)

where J(x) is the external source. The CTPGF for «p(x) is defined as

where p is the density matrix and T is the time ordering operator along

the closed time-path consisting of positive (- -, + •>) and negative (+»,-•

branches. The time variable can assume values on either of them.

The GF is defined as

= tr{ Tf> (2.3)

where the external source J (x), J (x) on different time branches are

assumed to be different. Expanding Z (J(x)] in J(x), we find

(2.4)

In the interaction picture the GF can be rewritten as

v(fz) -

where <p (x) is the free field operator. By generalizing the Wick

theorem one can show
4),6)

(2.6)

with
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(2.7)

and

J
(2.8)

where 4Q{x-y) is the free propagator and ; means the normal

product.

The GF for the connected Green function

W C J'rJj = - ' ( 2 ,9 )

and the vertex functional

- s (2.10)

are defined in the usual way with

(2.11)

It can be shown also that
4) ,6)

srffl =
im (2.12)

where I [ ̂ p ] is the action of the system. This is the basic equation of

the CTPGF formalism.

By differentiating Eqs.(2.11) and (2.12) we obtain

(2.13)

where S (x) is the
P

6-function defined on the closed time-path and
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]
(2.14)

with T and T as time-ordering and anti-ordering operators,respectively.

This matrix function is connected with the ordinary retarded (G ) advanced
r

(G ) and correlation (G ) functions such that

(2.15)

where

%->• = I , ft - t I .
(2.16)

In terms of these functions the Dyson equation (2.13) can be rewritten as

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

where the retarded fr ), advanced (Ta ) and correlation (r ) two-point

vertex functions are connected to r by a relation similar to (2.15).
P

9)
It is useful to introduce a new pair of source variables

Tc(x) =
„ J.

(2.20)

and the corresponding field variables

(2.21)

The GFs (2.3),{2,9) and {2,10) can then ^expressed in these variables

with ( J.,;f,) and ( J >9A' a s conjugate pairs. It can be shown from the



normalization of the density matrix p1 that

-0
(2.22)

It is worthwhile to point out that here we require only the equality of

the external source at two time branches but not its vanishing. As a con-

sequence of Eg.(2.22) one also finds

(2.23)

and the causality relations

"5 " W R
•'5J4(«J

= 0

= 0

(2.24)

(2.25)

provided any of t , m+I^j^n, is greater than all of t. , l^i^m.

Under the physical condition JA =0, <p (x) is the symmetry breaking in

the external field, while Qf> is that in its absence.

6)
We have studied the time reversal symmetry of NESS from a

microscopic point of view and have shown that if

(£.26)

there exists a potential 3" [J(x)] such that

WCJWJ
(2.27)

where the functional argument on the r.h.s. depends only on x* A similar

potential l^yi [<p(x)] can be introduced as a counterpart of

Furthermore, we have shown
8)

that the FDT for ':-o enuj 11 bri'j/n oy::t.

(2.28)

can be generalized to NESS as

(2.29)

eff
where T is the effective temperature.

III. COUPLED EQUATIONS OF ORDER PARAMETER AND ELEMENTARY EXCITATION

Consider a system of fermions interacting via a boson field Q(x)

which may be nonpropagating at the tree level like the Coulomb field.The

order parameter Q(x) may be a constituent field or a composite operator.

The radiative correction will in general make Q(x) a dynamical variable

and the fluctuations around the mean field value Qc(x) will form the col-

lective excitation. The system is thus characterized by Q (x) and the

energy spectrum, dissipation and particle distribution for fermions and

collective excitations.

11)
The GF can be written as

t KJ ' i-h Q +1QMQ
(3.1)

= .utf « t j.r<u (3 .2 )

QHa stf Aty Qfx) Mfx.jf)Qt9) etc. (3 .3 )

with

J. rrtvj ( 3 . 4 )



(3.5)

and W taking care of the contribution from the density matrix. It follows

from the GF for the connected part V [ h, H, K] that
11)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

where A , G are the second order connected CTFGF for boson and fermion

fields Respectively. It is easy to deduce from the vertex GF defined as

rP { 3- 9 )

that

~~^ == - fa -
(3.10)

JZt
(3.11)

56 Ml
(3.12)

The system of equations (3.1Q)-(3.12) determine self-consistently the order

parameter and the second order CTPGF entirely provided T. is known as a
P

functional of Q , A and G.

tfe have extended the loop expansion technique, proposed by Cornwall,

Jackiw and Tomboulis

11)
to get

17)
in the quantum field theory, to the CTPGF case

Tp CQ^ A, G-J = ICQJ - i-£ tr[A i^AJ-AU +1]

(3.13)

where

(3.14)

SQtx) (3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

To compute I\ first shift the field Q(x) in I by Q and keep only
2p eff c

^+ and Q as interaction vertices. The [•„terms cubic and higher in

then is calculated as a sum of all two-particle irreducible ( 2PI) vacuum

diagrams constructed by vertices described above with full A , G as

propagators.

Switching off the external sources from Eqs. (3.1O)-(3.12) we obtain

11)
the following equations

=4 (3.19)



= &<*.%) - 6l'(*,i) f 1b>?) =1°.

where the self-energy parts

(3.21)

Rewritten in the ordinary time variables Eq.(3.18) is the generalized

Ginzburg-Landau equation for the order parameter, while Eqs. (3.19) and

(3.20) are the Dyson equations for the retarded, advanced and correlation

functions. The loop expansion of r is a series in Planck constant fi.

The mean field theory is recovered if r is neglected altogether. Usually

we can limit ourselves to the first few terms of expansion or a partial

resummation for some class of important diagrams.

IV. SOME APPLICATIONS

(i) Critical phenomena. The CTPGF formalism is quantum mechanical

in nature, but the classical limit can be easily taken. At the critical

6),10)
point the long wave-length fluctuations dominate. We have" derived

from the vertex equation (2.12) the generalized Ginzburg-Landau equation for

the macrovariables including the order parameter and the conserved quan-

tities. By comparisor of these equations with the Ward-Takahashi (WT)

identities following from the symmetry properties we have separated the

matrix of kinetic coefficients into reversible and irreversible parts. The

reversible terms describe the mode coupling which is usually put into a

Langevin aquation by hand. Moreover , we have shown ' that the

18)
Martin-Siggia-Rose (MSRJ field theory is nothing but the classical

limit of CTPGF expressed in retarded, advanced and correlation functions.

It turns out that the current Lagrangian field theory of critical dynamics

is retrieved if the one loop approximation in the random source and the

second cumulant of <fi are kept in the CTPGF path integration.

- 9 -

(ii) Quf-ncnud ranrion Liyt;terr. It is known that one should in this

cast average the free energy Instead or' the partition function. A special

19)
repj ica technique har, been suggested to handle this difficult problem,

15)
The CTPGF formalism provided us with a dynamical approach to it . Using the

normalization of GF (2.22) one can show that the magnetic moment

(4.1)

is obtained by takingifunctional derivative of the averaged GF, while the

analogue of the Edwards-Anderson order parameter q(t,t) appears 15 a.11

integral part of the second order connected CTPGF

r'i rj 'JlJJ-j- oij y (4.2)

with

.:rt.t'J
(4.3)

The steady state solution and the time evolution of q can be deduced from

an equation derived from the Dyson equation for G.

15)
We have shown

region in the plane q-

20)

that a physical boundary is found for the stable

where X is the susceptibility. Above T(M

the Fischer line lies entirely in the stable region and q tends

exponentially in time to its fixed point q^. Below T_,, the Fischer line

intersects the stability boundary of q, which is not in general a fixed

point. After reaching q, the order parameter will further decay as a pover

law to its fixed point q . The physical boundary is shown to be temperature

independent, so the magnetization does not depend on the temperature, while

the entropy is independent of the magnetic field. This is just the basic

21)
assumption of the projection hypothesis which appears natural in our

formalism.

(iii) Non linear response theory. The linear response theory
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near thennoeq'ii Li'irium ha-; :^yn weli-as

iticj udinj4 the ca.û a.'l .1 Ly ab its integral iur-nisn^s y*i •.•.17;;J:.1; . :--..LJJL-: defi-

nition for all multipoint functions. As a simple application of the ClVGE'1

12!
GF the nonlinear response to arbitrary order has been derived . i'he

formal relations following from the KMS condition and the time reversal

symmetry, as well as the possible generalization of the FDT have also been

worked out

•• '.or ̂ now". ;:nnt he nuj-.ntufn r Lui.: cuaui.uiLfi n! Lhe trroinia ^ r.ai e are

:-i.,"'if icant ". We have applied the GTPGF formalism to analytically study

the consequence of these fluctuations. A coupled system of equations for

the order parameter and the Green function has been derived and solved

16)
numerically , It turns out that the order parameter becomes a complex

as
quantity and the energy gap is reduced/compared with the adiabatic case.

(iv) Superconductivity. Uinesawa et al. have derived a coupled

system of equations for the order parameter and the weak electromagnetic

13)
field in the ground state superconductor. We have found out that these

equations follow directly from the vertex functional and the WT identity and

so can be easily generalized to finite temperatures, even to some nonequi-

librium situation. This allows us to avoid the ambiguity associated with
23)

the "dynamical mapping" and the "boson transformation" used in the work
a

Our derivation also clarifies toifurther extent the physical meaning of the

procedure involved.

(v ) Laser System. As an example of far from equilibrium

phenomena, the CTPGF formalism is applied to rederive the semlclassical

24)
Lamb equation for the unimode laser, coupled with the two-level electrons.

We have also used the WT identity to derive a generalized Goldstone

14)
theorem in a slowly varying in time system . As its consequence the

pole in the Green function splits into two, each one with the same energy

but different dissipation. Combined with the order parameter, these two

kinds of quanta provide a complete description of the order-disorder tran-

sition of phase symmetry in the saturation state of laser.

V. CONCLUDING REMARK

(vi) Quasi -one-dimensional system

25)
by Su, Schriffer and Heeger and others

The soliton model suggested

for systems displaying Peierls

instability, has stimulated great interest. The order parameter, the stag-

gered displacement of the linear conjugate molecule, is considered as a

classical quantity in this model. However, the recent Monte-Carlo calcu-

To summarize, we have outlined in this paper some characteristic

features and the calculation scheme in the CTPGF formalism as well as its

applications. As seen from the presentation, the theoretical framework is

flexible and powerful enough to handle both equilibrium and nonequilibrium

phenomena on a unified basis. Up to now we have tested this formalism

mainly on systems which in principle can also be treated by other methods.

But, in most cases we do find some new results, new insight into the problem

or some significant simplification. It seems to us that the benifit we

gain from using this formalism is much greater than the price paid for the

apparent complexity, we believe that its potential advantages will be

exploited to fuller extent if it is applied to attack -a wider range of

problems in condensed matter, nuclear and plasma physics as well as in

particle physics and cosmology.
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